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EXPERTS
WHEN IT COMES TO CARS FROM THE VOLKSWAGEN GROUP, 
ONLY A SELECT FEW HAVE THE EXPERTISE TO DEAL WITH 
THEM. VAG SINGAPORE HAPPENS TO BE ONE OF THE BEST
WORDS/SNAPS SHAIRAZI

OPENING UP A WORKSHOP IN SINGAPORE IS NOT ONE WOULD 
consider a very attractive business. Long hours slogging 

at the workshop, on top of handling customer’s cars and the 
very low margin of profits don’t appeal to investors or even the 
employees but when you have enthusiasts at the heart of the 
operation, all of the above don’t matter.

Which is exactly the case here at VAG Singapore, one of the many 
workshops who deal with Volkswagen and Audis but one of the 
select few who actually know what they are dealing with and 
how to rectify problems. You see, VAG Singapore was not set up 
solely to make money off the Continental market that is on the 
rise in Singapore.

VAG Singapore is built on over 20 years of experience and 
knowledge and with specialised tools to handle almost any 
problem, VAG Singapore is slowly becoming a powerhouse in the 
industry.

The three principles VAG Singapore operates on are honesty, 
professionalism and reliability. They give it like it is to ensure 
customers know exactly what’s wrong with their rides before 
they recommend a solution to it. More often than not, customers 
leave VAG Singapore satisfied and they don’t come back for the 
same problems! When they do come back, it’s to ask Eugene or 
Darren, the two main guys behind VAG Singapore on how they 
can improve their rides!

Which brings us to the people who are the faces of VAG 
Singapore. Darren heads the hardware segment of VAG 
Singapore. If you’re looking for specialised modification or 
performance parts to enhance your ride, Darren is the man to look 
for. 

The one aspect that sets 
VAG Singapore apart 
from more conventional 
workshops is the fact 
that they extensively 
test their products before 
recommending them to 
customers. Darren himself 
owns an Audi S5 that we featured in Issue 8 of AFTMKT so if it’s 
good for him, it’s probably good for you as well!

Eugene, on the other hand, leads the software segment of 
VAG Singapore - the performance chip tuning division of VAG 
Singapore. A tuner who has had extensive experience here and 
around Southeast Asia, Eugene specialises in on-road custom 
tuning and matching hardware upgrades to the optimised ECU 
maps.

Also on the dream team is Mr Chan Kian-Ann. Mr Chan leads the 
VAG Singapore Service and Accident Repair Centre and is probably 
more experienced with Audis than Darren or Eugene.

He’s spent over 20 years dealing with Audis, from being a 
workshop mechanic right up to a workshop manager so when it 
comes to trusting your Audi with Mr Chan, you can be sure you 
won’t find anyone as good, or better. 

On top of these three main guys, VAG Singapore also have a team 
of employees who ensure smooth operations of the facility - all 
three floors of it! At VAG Singapore, they believe that “No one 
knows it all”, which is why they hire people who are experts in 
their own rights to ensure VAG Singapore runs like a well-oiled, 
efficiently-serviced machine.

Experts or not, VAG Singapore are always trying 
to improve on themselves and where possible, 
they’ve brought in industry experts to impart 
valuable knowledge on the products they carry 
to their employees. This ensures that the staff 
have the best advice for their customers. 

Customers satisfaction is a big thing for 
workshops and VAG Singapore strives for that 
as well.

When you enter their workshop, you’ll notice 
a wall on the right with cars plastered all over 
them. Eugene mentions to us that this wall is 
specifically for owners whose car has been done 
up by VAG Singapore.

Eugene explains - “This not only allows us 
to portray to potential customers about the 
services we provide, it also gives us a chance 
to give back to our customers and give them a 
sense of pride for the car they’ve built.” 
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No prizes for guessing what 
these guys are experts of

Tuning is a big thing here at VAG Singapore and both 
Darren and Eugene are  more than up to that task
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Also, if you knew anything about 
customer satisfaction, is that they 
just love being able to get everything 
at one place rather than go around 
looking for different parts for their car.

At VAG Singapore, their services and 
products list are as long as the years 
they’ve had experience with Audis. 
From minor servicing and full engine 
builds and everything in between, VAG 
Singapore will ensure you get exactly 
what you came for and nothing less.

Walk up to the second floor to rest 
and relax while you leave your car 
to the trusty mechanics. This level is 
also the showroom floor - be careful 
though because even when I went 
in, I was tempted to buy some items 
even though I didn’t drive an Audi or a 
Volkswagen!

Walk up to the next level and there’s 
where the ‘magic’ happens. This is 
where cars come in to get their dose of 
steroids - performance modifications 
and tuning gets done at this level.

Built on very sound principles and 
backed by car enthusiasts themselves, 
VAG Singapore is proving to be one 
of the powerhouses in the industry 
and with the demand for Continental 
makes every increasing, VAG Singapore 
will be a name synonymous with being 
one of the best in the business.
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Training sessions from industry experts keep the 
staff at VAG Singapore ahead of the game

A nice and cozy lounge to rest while you have 
your car worked on 


